Abstract.In view of the draw backs of apple grade identification in China, which still relies on photoelectric sorting and manual separation, this paper presents a processing method on the basis of the technology of computer vision and digital image.Utilizing image processing technology, the researcher calculated the length of the long-short-axis, marked the location of it and calculated the 4 parameters, color, mean square,shape,size, as the key characteristics of the BP input of network to build a network and identify the level of apple through analysis of the external characteristics of apple. The optimum structure parameters of the BP neural network which had 9 hidden layer neurons were determined by RP training algorithm． Results showed that average accuracy for fruit classification can reach 92.5% by using this model，and the executing time of microcomputer for grading of one apple is 9.3 ms．This method has the characteristics of high accuracy and good real-time performance．
Introduction
The usefulness of image detection technology to identify agricultural research has been extensively researched and applied. Rehkugler and He Dong detected defects of apples, utilizing methods of the gray color degree detection of image and color classification [1, 2] ; ZHAO Maocheng used colored and near-infrared image to analyze the injury area of peaches to classify peaches [3] ; LI Ping and Xie zhonghong invented new ways of colors grading on round chilis from the perspective of machine vision, with the correct rate up to 96% [4, 5] ; application of computer vision technology to test the quality of apple and surface corruption [6] ; and theory of image processing and neural network to determine long fruit, with accuracy rate over 96% with regard to grading of cucumber levels [7] .
At present, there are photoelectric sorting and manual separation with regard to distinguish the grading of apple. Methods of Manual separation were based mainly upon human observation to determine the level. There is lack of objectivity if relying solely on color characteristics and the naked eyes because of the apple sizes and the complex situations of surface. Method of photoelectric separation is based primarily on color characteristics, utilizing surface testing to determine level of apple, which is made up of material delivering equipment, light boxes, electronically controlled lines and pneumatic system to distinguish the colors of Raisin [8] [9] [10] [11] . It controls circuits complicatedly and need higher level of users, which restricts its application.
In this paper, image processing and analysis technology are combined with artificial neural networks to identify and grade apple. The key of this way is image manipulation algorithms and characteristic testing, linked to artificial neural networks through extracting valid characteristic parameter [12] [13] [14] . The experiment takes Yantai apple as samples.
Image Pre-manipulation
The photos of apple, 640 × 480 pixel, 24-bit true color BMP, as shown in Fig.1 International Conference on Information Sciences, Machinery, Materials and Energy (ICISMME 2015) 
. Process of image pre-treatment
In order to identify and grade apple, the characteristics of a single apple need extracting. The following focus on extraction method of color, shape, and other characteristics. Transforming from RGB to HSI can be done as equation1-3.
(3) According to the area feature in the Green theorem ，Calculate four levels(each contain 60) of apple samples, and get mean score of 4 characteristics, identify the parameters color, mean square,shape,size as a means of identification features. Because the dimension and value of the above four features have a different order of magnitude , so here be Normalization process shown as equation 4 [15] .
Apple-level under BP neural network checkup
The relation between the form feature and grading is comparatively complex which is hard to distinguish one from another. So we make use of BP network to establish the relationship between form feature and grading which is helpful to distinguish the different grades.
The BP network takes the normalized new vector as input , so the input of BP network is 4. According to GB / T10651 -2008, fresh apple level can be divided into excellent , first, second and substandard. So the output nodes are two output layer nodes, where 00 represents excellent , first class is 01 , second 10 , substandard grade 11 , representing four different levels of fruit. The input has 4 corresponding feature parameters, while the output is corresponding with the 4 grades of the apple..This paper choose a single hidden layer and number of nodes in the hidden layer neurons can be got from the following empirical formula 5 [16] .
Where n1 is hidden layer neuron numbers , n is input layer dimension, m is output layer dimension, k is the constant between 1 to 10.
Known above analysis , the input layer dimension n = 4, the output layer dimension m = 2, by the formula 5 n1 should be calculated between 4 to 13 , the specific values can be determined based on the training results . The optimum structure parameters of the BP neural network are determined by RP training algorithm．The 80 samples as training samples are made up of 30 apples in 4 different grades respectively. Network training epochs is set to 10000 , training error is 0.005 , min-grad is1e-10. The training results shown in Table 1 . Table 1 Result of training error under different hidden layer neuron numbers using BP neural network Hidden-l ayer According to Table 1 , within a predetermined number of epochs , only the hidden layers for 8 and 9 reach the target error. Considering the convergence speed and error , we select 9 as hidden layers .The BP NN grading figure is as Fig.3 . Fig. 3 . Grading sketch map of BP neural network
Network training and the results of Recognition
The experiment is carried out with the help of 4 inputs, 4 outputs and select 120 samples as training samples which are made up of 30 apples in 4 different grades respectively. The training speed is fast, the ratio of identification is very high. The result is shown in table 2. d  excellent  30  30  100  first  30  27  3  90  second  30  2  28  93  substandard 30  1  3  26  87 From table 2, there are relatively important parameters as color, mean square,shape,size. At the same time, these 4 features are more efficient . Excellent product is with 100% accuracy , first-class product is with 90% accuracy , second product is with 93% accuracy , substandard product is with 87% accuracy ,and all samples are with an average rate of 92.5% accuracy . The average test time of each fruit 9.3 ms.
Conclusion
Separating apple is based on image manipulation technology, through the border tracking algorithms. The research put forward to a new method of calculation that test the length of the long-short-axis, marked the location of it and calculated the 4 parameters, color, mean square,shape,size, as the key characteristics of the BP input of network to build a network and identify the level of apple. The result of experiment indicates that the calculating method and judging of the level of apple are precise and accurate, with an average recognition rate of 92.5%.
